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ABSTRACT
We present ERIC, an affective embodied agent for realtime commentary in many domains. The underlying architecture is rule-based, generic, and lightweight - based on Java/Jess modules. Apart from reasoning about dynamically changing events, the system can produce coherent natural language and non-verbal behaviour, based on a layered model of affect (personality, mood, emotion). We show how reasoning, template-based natural language generation and affective appraisal can be implemented within the same rule-based paradigm. To make the system domain independent we worked on two different domains, a virtual horse race and a multiplayer tank battle game. We empirically evaluated the genericness of the system by measuring the effort it takes to change the domain, and discuss the results.
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1.2.0 [Artificial Intelligence]: General — Cognitive Simulation; 1.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Processing — Language generation
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Design, Human Factors
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1. INTRODUCTION

An embodied character that automatically commentates on real or virtual events, such as sports, multiplayer games or a tour of a city, is a future yet highly desirable vision. As well as describing events verbally, embodied commentators can point at locations non-verbally, highlight important moments with emotion, and both motivate and entertain users with their “personality” [14]. The wide range of modalities of an embodied agent (speech, intonation, face, gesture, posture) allows them to smoothly transport information in parallel: either to convey complementary information, or to increase redundancy for the sake of robustness, making the information accessible to many people (including those with poor hearing or eyesight) and in many situations (for example, with or without video/audio of the original events) [13][2].

Embodiment helps people accept new technology [13], gives them orientation by providing an ‘anchorman’ [25] and helps them in navigation when travelling in a 3D virtual world [25]. Endowing an embodied agent with emotions is especially important for making the character believable [22][30].

Acknowledging the importance of embodied commentary agents, the GALA Race Reporter Challenge was established [1]. This is a competition where embodied agents created by teams of students commentate on the same horse race event, generated by a publicly available horse race simulator.

Commentating a sports event is a challenging task because many events of varying importance happen in a potentially short period of time. The “importance” of events is context-dependent. Also, sports events are usually very emotional, which must somehow be reflected in the commentator’s behaviour. From a wider perspective, the challenge is to make a commentator system as generic (i.e. domain independent) as possible, to make it reusable for other scenarios (e.g., horse races, RoboCup, or multiplayer combat games).

We suggest the ERIC framework for the design of such a commentary agent [26]. The framework consists of several Java modules that each encapsulate a Jess rule engine [8]. All major “cognitive” tasks (reasoning, affective appraisal, natural language generation) are processed within the rule-based expert system paradigm. This has several advantages: first, there is a single overall knowledge representation language compatible with the processing framework. Thus there is no engineering overhead of defining interfaces or connecting to middleware. Also, it allows the rapid assembly of early demonstrations for user studies in the development cycle, and makes authoring accessible to non-experts (cf. [11]).

To make the framework domain independent, ERIC was used in two domains: the horse race simulator used in the GALA Challenge, and the dTank multiplayer tank battle game [17].

A wide range of previous work has dealt with the application of virtual agents as a user interface [24]. COHIBIT [18][9] is an ambient intelligence edutainment exhibit implemented in the VirtualHuman framework. Visitors interact with the system by assembling a puzzle from physical car pieces; the visitors’ actions are observed...
2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The modular architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1. Components shown in yellow are interfaces to the outside world and the embodied agent; components in green are designed to be domain specific, and components in blue are domain independent. Each rectangle represents a standard Jess/Java module: these modules differ only in their expert system rules. This diagram is somewhat simplified: non-verbal output is in fact generated by multiple modules, one for each modality. The fusion module is responsible for matching the generated non-verbal modalities to each other and to the speech output, as well as resolving semantically conflicting outputs. In this paper, we focus on three modules: knowledge inference, affect and NLG.

3. KNOWLEDGE MODULE

The knowledge module of ERIC is responsible for elaborating the limited incoming information from the domain interface into a rich world model which then forms the basis for the agent’s natural language and affect generation. The knowledge module is implemented as an expert system in Jess [8]: information from the world interface is represented as Jess facts, and then by logical inference over these facts (via Jess rules) many more facts are inferred from the input information.

The dynamic input information sent to ERIC once per second is shown in Table 1. The knowledge module’s elaboration may also use static background knowledge that has been specified when configuring the agent (Table 2). From this information the knowledge module can deduce facts and events such as the order of the horses in the race, or a tank aiming its guns at another tank (Table 3).

![Figure 1: The system architecture of ERIC](image)

![Figure 2: An example of a Jess rule](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RaceSim</th>
<th>dTank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Timestamp | Location of each horse
| Location of each horse | Speed of each horse |
| Location of each stone on the field | The name of each tank |
| The location of each tank | The orientation of each tank |
| The orientation of each tank’s gun turret | Each tank’s health |
| Each tank’s shields status | Each tank’s ammunition levels |
| A tank is commanded to fire | A tank is commanded to raise its shields |
| A tank is commanded to move forward | A tank is commanded to rotate |
| A tank is commanded to turn its turret |

Table 1: Sparse input data sent by the two domains every second

The facts generated by the knowledge module make up the world model, and are sent to the other modules of ERIC for generation of affect, language and gesture. All incoming facts are timestamped. This relieves ERIC from having to retract facts that are no longer true, and also allows ERIC to detect patterns over time, or correct
past predictions that turned out to be incorrect: for example, when commentating the RaceSim ERIC predicts that a horse will soon overtake another horse, and can also observe that the pursuing horse failed to overtake as predicted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RaceSim</th>
<th>dTank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Odds of each horse</td>
<td>The current weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each horse’s name</td>
<td>Each tank’s commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each horse’s age</td>
<td>A summary of a tank’s past success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each horse’s handicap</td>
<td>The length of the track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The condition of the track</td>
<td>Each tank’s preference in track condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A past win of a horse</td>
<td>A past win of a horse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RaceSim</th>
<th>dTank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Whether the race is over</td>
<td>Each tank’s kills score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The distance between adjacent horses</td>
<td>A summary of the terrain style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A horse is about to overtake another horse</td>
<td>A row of stones on the map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A horse has overtaken another horse</td>
<td>A column of stones on the map</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A horse failed to overtake after being about to</td>
<td>The map quadrant in which each tank is located</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A horse has taken the lead</td>
<td>Relative location of pairs of tanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Each horse’s cardinal position</td>
<td>A tank is aiming at another tank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A horse has fallen over</td>
<td>A tank is under fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A horse has gotten up again</td>
<td>A tank has been destroyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An increasing gap between adjacent horses</td>
<td>A tank’s location is unchanged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A decrease in the speed of a horse</td>
<td>A tank’s health is unchanged</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Sample background knowledge facts

Table 3: Sample generated knowledge facts

4. AFFECTIVE APPRAISAL

The emotional dimension enhances the character’s believability and the amount we engage with the character [4]. Emotions can also be of informational value (e.g., excitement signalling that a decisive action is happening) or convey the preferences of the commentator (e.g., preference for a horse or player) [22, 30].

ERIC generates affective responses by assigning appraisals of emotion-elicitng conditions (EECs) to facts in the world model based on goals and desires. These appraisals are used by ALMA [3] to generate an affective state according to the OCC cognitive model of emotions [21]. The generated moods and emotions are expressed by ERIC in his verbal and non-verbal output.

4.1 Affective Computation in ALMA

ERIC’s emotional state is modelled by ALMA [3]. ALMA models three distinct types of affect: emotions (short-term), moods (medium-term) and personality (long-term). Emotions are usually bound to a specific event, action or object, and decay through time; moods are generally not related to a concrete cause, and are more stable than emotions; and personality is a long-term description of the agent’s affective behaviour.

Personality is modelled using the Big Five model of [5], which defines a personality along five factors: openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness and neuroticism. These factors are used to calculate an initial mood; also, the values of these traits affect both the intensity of the character’s emotional reactions, and the decay of his emotion intensities.

Mood is modelled as an average of emotional states across time. Each mood is described by a value on the three scales pleasure, arousal and dominance, according to the PAD model of [16]; these three values range from -1.0 to 1.0, and form a three-dimensional mood space (PAD space). Thus each mood represents a point in the PAD space. The intensity of the mood is the magnitude of the vector describing its PAD point.

Since the character’s mood is changed, not set, by his emotions, an initial mood must be calculated from the personality traits. Using a mapping of emotions to PAD space, the character’s emotion changes his mood according to the pull and push mood change function. The specifics of mood calculation are described in [3].

Emotions are deduced from stimuli according to the OCC cognitive model of emotions [21]. The inputs to this model are appraisals of the world, called emotion-elicitng conditions. Events, actions and objects are appraised: desirability, likelihood and realisation of events, liking of others affected by events, praiseworthiness and agency of actions, and appealingness of objects. The value of each appraisal, along with the personality model, is used to compute the intensities of the emotions.

4.2 Rule-based Appraisal

ALMA expects as input appraisal values formulated as emotion-elicitng conditions. ERIC makes these appraisals by comparing events, actions and objects observed in the world against the agent’s goals and desires. Cause-effect relations allow us to appraise events, actions and objects that are not specified in the goals and desires.

4.2.1 Goals and Desires

We specify events or actions we desire (goals), events or actions we desire to avoid (antigoals), and objects we like and dislike. Additionally, the agent maintains a set of beliefs about other actors’ goals and desires, to enable him to judge the desirability of events for the players in the scenario.

If a goal occurs, this is appraised positively (desirable for events, or praiseworthy for actions); if an antigoal occurs, this is appraised negatively (undesirable for events, or unpraiseworthy for actions). When an object we like appears in the discourse state (i.e. it is mentioned in the commentary), it is appraised positively (liking); conversely, when an object we dislike appears, it is appraised negatively (disliking).

Appraisals of agency and realisation are made by observing the world model. Agency is appraised by identifying the agent of each action. An event is appraised as realised if it has occurred in the world.

The goals and desires are specified in a separate configuration file to the main affect module, since they are dependent on the world model and thus domain-specific. They can easily be altered to match both a change in domain and a change in intended audience.

4.2.2 Cause-Effect Relations

In order to reason about events and actions that are not directly part of our goals, but still related to (or influencing) our goals, we codify the relations between non-goal events, actions and objects and goals, using the four relations: leads to, hinders, supports and contradicts. The first two relations model causality:

- a leads to b if a increases the likelihood of b, and
- a hinders b if a decreases the likelihood of b.

The second two relations model logical deduction or belief:
• If $a$ supports $b$, the likelihood of $b$ is increased when $a$ occurs.
• If $a$ contradicts $b$, the likelihood of $b$ is decreased when $a$ occurs.
• If $a$ supports $b$ and $b$ is observed, then $b$ has realization = true.
• If $a$ contradicts $b$ and $b$ is observed, then $b$ has realization = false.

These relations are used to propagate appraisals of desirability, praiseworthiness, and likelihood in the following way:

• $a$ leads to $b$
  • $a$ inherits some of $b$’s desirability/praiseworthiness, and
  • the likelihood of $b$ is increased when $a$ occurs.
• $a$ hinders $b$
  • $a$ inherits the opposite of $b$’s desirability/praiseworthiness, and
  • the likelihood of $b$ is decreased when $a$ occurs.
• $a$ supports $b$
  • if $a$ is observed then $b$ also has realization = true
• $a$ hinders $b$
  • if $a$ is observed then $b$ has realization = false

Applied recursively, these rules allow us to make appraisals of all events and actions related to our goals.

Like the reasoning in the knowledge module, this reasoning is quite naturally expressed in the form of rules; thus it is implemented as a rule-based expert system in Jess. The expert system generates appraisals of events, actions and objects in the world, which are then passed to ALMA.

4.3 Expression

The agent’s affective state can be expressed in one of three ways:

• his selection of words and phrases from the utterance database to fill a NLG template,
• his hand and body gestures, and
• his facial expressions.

A prosody module has been outlined and is foreseen as future work.

4.3.1 Utterance Selection

Each of ERIC’s utterances can be tagged with emotional states, and are then only used when the character is in one of the specified states. The agent is able to generate emotionally loaded referring expressions and pronouns – for example “The wonderful Carmine” in Figure 4. Also, the agent can comment directly on his current affect – for example “I hope this goes well!” in Figure 4.

4.3.2 Gesture

ERIC features two types of gesture. First, we specify a set of “idle” gestures which the character plays back when no other gesture has been specifically requested. These gestures are varied according to ERIC’s emotional state, so that ERIC moves his hands more vigorously when he is excited, for example. Then, we can command the agent to perform a specific gesture. The gesture module contains a number of rules triggering gestures based on specific emotions: for example, disappointment will be expressed in a shake of the head.

The Paul model (Figure 3) supports over three hundred different gestures, ranging from pointing and waving gestures to more complex gesture sets such as “more or less”, “speaking” or “waiting”. 3

4.3.3 Facial Expression

Paul provides a variety of facial expressions which are used to depict ERIC’s emotions. The facial expression module is a map of emotions onto facial expressions: when ALMA generates any of the mapped emotions, the corresponding facial expression command is sent to Charamel. The Paul model supports 13 different facial expressions, grouped into categories such as neutral, happy, disgust and fear.

5. TEMPLATE-BASED NLG & CENTERING

The natural language generation module of ERIC uses a template-based algorithm to generate candidate utterances from a world model of Jess facts from the knowledge inference module and an emotional state from the affect module. A single best utterance is chosen from these candidates according to their salience and discourse coherence and sent to the text-to-speech system.

5.1 Template-based NLG

Template-based natural language generation systems map their non-linguistic input directly to the output text, rather than via some intermediate representation. They have a number of advantages over more complex systems: in particular, their simplicity makes them easier to implement and maintain. Also, the only domain-dependent parts of a template-based natural language generation system are the templates themselves, and since these are expressed in terms of the output text, it is easy to author a new set of templates for any domain, even for non-experts.

5.1.1 Template Structure

The NLG module in ERIC uses templates similar to the D2S system. Templates in ERIC consist of a set of conditions, a discourse state, a salience and an index into an utterance database. The conditions are both on the knowledge state and the world state. They are expressed as four sets of Jess facts: facts that must be known, facts that must be unknown (for the knowledge state), facts that must be true, and facts that must be false (for the world state). The discourse state consists of a single backwards-looking center and multiple forward-looking centers for each template; these are used by the discourse coherence mechanism. The salience value represents the salience of the facts expressed by the template; this is used to ensure that the most salient facts are reported.

5.1.2 Utterance Database

The utterance database consists of a list of phrases or utterances, one or more for each template, that are output by the NLG system.

3In these calculations, desirability and praiseworthiness are interchangeable: if $a$ is an action and $b$ an event, $a$’s praiseworthiness will increase proportional to $b$’s desirability.
when the template is activated. The utterances in the database contain slots for referring expressions and other variables, for example horse distances or tank orientations. These slots are filled by the templates before the utterances are output.

Except for these slots, the utterances are stored as flat text. This means that ERIC’s NLG is not capable of dynamically generating surface realisations; however the task of authoring templates is much simplified.

5.1.3 Referring Expressions

Most of the utterance slots are bound by the facts on which the template is conditional: the distance between horses, or the health points of a tank, for instance. For referring expressions however we desire more variety; thus we use a more complex process to generate referring expressions.

The entities for which we need referring expressions are identified in the template. The generated referring expressions are then stored in variables corresponding to the slots in the utterance. The referring expressions are generated from the world state and knowledge state by Jess rules written by the domain author: for example a horse can be referred to as “the horse in blue” or “the favourite”, depending on the current world state and what the listener already knows about that horse.

5.1.4 Implementation in Jess

The process by which template-based NLG generates text – find all matching templates, and generate their candidate utterances – is the same as the execution cycle of an expert system – select all matching rules, and execute their right-hand sides. Thus it is natural to implement each template as a rule in an expert system, with the conditions forming the left-hand sides of the rules, and the utterance output (as well as necessary updates to the knowledge and discourse states) forming the right-hand side of the rules.

To keep the utterance database separate from the templates, we store it in a Jess facts declaration. Referring expressions are also represented as Jess facts; however the referring expression facts are generated by rules rather than declared in advance.

The firing of the rules corresponding to the NLG templates produces a set of candidate utterances, again in the form of Jess facts. From these, a single most coherent utterance is selected for output.

5.2 Discourse coherence using centering

The usual approach to the question of ordering utterances into a coherent discourse is to use a discourse planner. However offline planning requires all the utterances to be available at the time of planning: this is not feasible for ERIC, since he must spontaneously react to ongoing events. Discourse coherence reasoning could be performed online using dynamic replanning; however this is complicated and not particularly fast, and thus unsuitable for ERIC. To be satisfactorily reactive, ERIC must be able to choose a suitably coherent next utterance from the list of available utterances using only local information.

Centering Theory claims that we can describe the global coherence of a discourse entirely in terms of local coherence relationships. This implies that offline text planning is unnecessary for generating a coherent discourse: we merely need to ensure that the discourse is locally coherent from utterance to utterance. This is precisely what we are looking for in ERIC.

We consider a discourse as a set of utterances \( U \), a partially ordered set of forward-looking centers \( C_f(U_n) \) and a partially ordered set of backward-looking centers \( C_b(U_n) \). The forward-looking centers are partially ordered by \( C_b(U_n) \) and the backward-looking centers describe possible topics for a coherent following sentence. Given this semantic information, Centering Theory defines three relations between subsequent utterances, ordered by decreasing coherence:

- **Center continuation** \( C_b(U_{n+1}) = C_b(U_n) \) and \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \) is the most highly ranked element of \( C_f(U_{n+1}) \)
- **Center retaining** \( C_b(U_{n+1}) = C_b(U_n) \) but \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \) is not the most highly ranked element of \( C_f(U_{n+1}) \)
- **Center shifting** \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \neq C_b(U_n) \)

Coherence processing in ERIC is inspired by Centering Theory. Whereas in Centering Theory the forward-looking centers are partially ordered, in ERIC they are unordered; this makes authoring templates simpler, since an author merely needs to identify the forward-looking centers of an utterance, not order them as well. The three relations used to compare utterances are also simpler; in decreasing order of coherence, the relations are:

- **Center retaining** \( C_b(U_{n+1}) = C_b(U_n) \)
- **Smooth shifting** \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \in C_f(U_n) \) but \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \neq C_b(U_n) \)
- **Abrupt shifting** \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \neq C_b(U_n) \) and \( C_b(U_{n+1}) \notin C_f(U_n) \)

For example, consider the sentences:

1. Carmine has overtaken the favourite.
2. She is in first place.
3. Eben has overtaken the favourite.
4. The favourite is in third place.
5. Topaz is wearing green today.

The sentences 1 and 2 share a backward-looking center (“Carmeine”), so they are related by center retaining. The two sentences 2 and 3 are less coherent: they do not share a backward-looking center (“Eben” for 1, “the favourite” for 2), but the backward-looking center of 2 is in the forward-looking centers of 1 (“Eben”, “the favourite”), so their relation is smooth center shifting. Least coherent are the two sentences 2 and 4. The backward-looking center of 2 (“the favourite”) is neither the same as that of 4 (“Topaz”) nor is it in its forward-looking centers (“the favourite”), so we have abrupt center shifting, the least coherent relation.

Once all the candidate utterances are generated by the template-based NLG module, they are sent to the fusion module. There, these relations are assessed by comparing the forward-looking and backward-looking centers of the previously spoken utterance with the backward-looking centers of each candidate utterance; the candidate utterance with the strongest coherence is then spoken.

6. DOMAIN INDEPENDENT ASPECTS

The ERIC agent was designed to be a highly reusable framework; thus a clear separation of domain dependent and domain independent components was an important goal. We aimed to keep as much of the agent as possible domain independent, to minimise the amount of work required to reuse the ERIC framework.

To evaluate the degree of domain independence of the agent, we quantify the amount of effort required to implement the framework for a new domain. As a baseline, we compare this effort against the effort required to implement ERIC from scratch (for the RaceSim domain).
We have used two measurements to quantify the effort: final lines of code, and final number of Jess definitions. Software size is directly related to development effort, and easier to quantify Chapter 7. We compared the size of the code that was common to both domains with the size of the code that was unique to each domain, to avoid counting code modified during improvements to domain independence as domain dependent code.

The results of this tally are shown in Table 4 (in lines of code) and Table 5 (in Jess declarations).

6.1 Aspects
ERIC was designed for a clear separation between domain dependent and domain independent aspects. The knowledge reasoning is necessarily domain dependent, since it describes the domain. However once a world model has been created, processing of this model should be domain independent: the natural language generation module, affect module, and all non-verbal output modules are domain independent. Domain dependent information needed for such processing is stored in separate components: for example, the templates for natural language generation.

6.2 Evaluation
Three modules required substantial changes: the knowledge module, the language module and the affect module. The remainder of the modules could be reused almost without any modification: although the gesture module had some domain dependent rules, these were few and small since the bulk of the gestures are generated by the domain independent rules. Within the domain dependent modules, the intended separation between domain specific and domain independent information is evident.

The evaluation shows some reuse of code in the knowledge module: this is unexpected, as the knowledge module was intended to be entirely domain specific. The code reuse here is a result of reasoning common to both domains, rather than domain independent reasoning.

In the language module, the utterance database and templates were domain specific, whereas the code generating Jess rules from template specifications was domain independent. Although the referring expression generation was also intended to be domain independent, it was found to rely on some domain dependent assumptions: this is one potential avenue for improvement.

Within the affect module, the specification of goals and desires, and the rules observing events, actions and objects in the world model were domain specific, whereas the ALMA interface was domain independent. The causality relations were not entirely domain independent: our evaluation did not distinguish between the specification of the relations, which is necessarily domain dependent since it describes the domain, and the rules that propagate appraisals across relations, which are domain independent and form the bulk of the rules.

6.3 Feedback from GALA
The ERIC agent was submitted to GALA '07 for providing the animated Paul character, for providing the RealSpeak Solo module to generate prosody was foreseen as future work, but not implemented in the GALA submission. Adding such a module would improve the perceived affectivity of the commentator. If an events in the world occurs while ERIC is speaking, he will first finish his current utterance before commenting the event. This can lead to delays between an event and its commentary. A solution to this would be to enable ERIC to interrupt his commentary if a new event is sufficiently significant. Another solution would be to predict such significant events, and then avoid beginning an utterance just before the significant event.

7. CONCLUSION
We presented the ERIC framework for providing running commentary on a continuous event in real-time. ERIC has been implemented to commentate a simulated horse race and a tank combat game, and won the GALA 2007 Award. We showed how reasoning, template-based natural language generation, and affective appraisal can be implemented within the same rule-based paradigm, based on Java and Jess. The template-based natural language generation system is capable of generating anaphora and coherent discourse. A layered model of emotions, mood and personality guides output generation; affect is generated from dynamic appraisal of events, actions and objects against goals and desires.

Particular focus has been given to make the framework generic, i.e. easy to change domains. For example, the same system could commentate Robocup matches, computer games, or play the role of tourist guide during a self-guided tour of a city. To keep ERIC generic, domain-specific knowledge is kept separate from domain independent reasoning (for example, goals/desires and cause/effect relations are separate from the affective appraisal rules). We identified and isolated the two major domain-specific areas: the knowledge module and the NLG templates. The affect module also requires some minimal modification. We showed that the effort required to change to a new domain is not only quite reasonable but also concentrated in the isolated modules.

As future work, a prosody module and more elaborate gesture generation is planned to improve the agent’s non-verbal output. To improve the agent’s reactivity, we plan to add a mechanism for allowing the agent to either interrupt current utterances with more important ones, or avoid uttering the less important ones entirely in this situation.

Also, further evaluation is planned: on the one hand, user studies to investigate how users perceive ERIC’s output; on the other, an extended domain independence evaluation involving a range of developers comparing the effort required to author an ERIC commentator with that required to author a commentator using a different framework or from scratch.
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Table 4: Lines of code changed vs unchanged by module (absolute lines and relative percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>LOC unique to domain</th>
<th>LOC unchanged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horse race</td>
<td>dTank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge templates</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge rules</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>1015</td>
<td>1464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language referring expressions</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utterance database</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>templates</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>template Java code</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>1325</td>
<td>994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causality relations</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goals and desires</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation rules</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Jess declarations changed vs unchanged by module (absolute declaration count and relative percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>unique to domain</th>
<th>unchanged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Horse race</td>
<td>dTank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge templates</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>knowledge rules</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language referring expressions</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utterance database</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>templates</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>causality relations</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goals and desires</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>observation rules</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Good afternoon, and welcome to our coverage! I’m broadcasting live from the IVA Gala Stakes. We have four entries today: Carmine, Topaz, Eben and Azure. Today’s prize money is sponsored by the DFKI; and they will race one lap of a 2000-metre track. We have beautiful spring weather for the race today, and the track is exceptionally hard this week.

The race has begun! Azure is out in front. Eben breaks free from the pack! Azure in the lead. Eben really increasing the gap to Carmine.

There’s just over 1700m to go. Azure in front. They’re approaching the first post. Eben is about to overtake Azure. They’re entering the first turn. Eben in the lead: I hope this goes well!

There’s just over 1400m to go. Carmine getting through on the outside of Azure as the field leaves the first turn. Eben in the lead. Carmine is increasing her lead over Azure. Eben in the lead, and Carmine is breathing down the neck of Eben.

Azure finds another ten percent. Carmine passes Eben into the lead. You go, girl! Azure is bearing down on Eben.

They’re approaching the second turn. The wonderful Carmine in front. They’re entering the second turn. Topaz is about to overtake Eben… and Topaz beats Eben. And Eben won’t let Azure through! Carmine in front.

Topaz is breathing down the neck of Carmine as the field leaves the second turn. In the home straight now, Topaz in the lead. Topaz is increasing her lead over Carmine. They’re approaching the finish line–

That’s the finish! Topaz takes out the IVA Gala, with Carmine in second, and Eben in third. A blanket finish! And lots of excitement in today’s race, an excellent showing from Carmine. That’s all we have time for… until next time, farewell!

Figure 4: Sample transcript of ERIC’s generated commentary in the horse race domain
software (Tom voice). Special thanks to Patrick Gebhard for help and modifications on his ALMA software.
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